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Cal Poly student dies
after train accident

ASI fee referendum
vote ends today
By Whitney Kobrin
mustang daily staff writer
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oting on a proposed Asstx:iared Students Inc. fee increase com
menced yesterday, and will continLie until 4 p.m. tixlay.

Numbers of students who voted on the referendum reached 985 yes
terday, leaving many students with uncast votes.
The prop<iscd ASl fee referendum aims to provide increased hinds for
A Sl events. Poly Escapes, Club Services and student government. Fees
have not been increased in this area lor more than 30 years, and the pro
posed ittcrease would serve to adjust for inllation and increased costs of
the services ASl provides, said Chris Madsen, chair of the ASl btiard of
directors.
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•Maintain programs in
action currently on campus

•ASl programs are not
used by everyone

•Expand student activities
on campus

•Inflation index attached
to the referendum may
increase fees unreasonably

•Club sponsorship and
events will be more plenti
ful with increased funds
AARON LAMBERT/MUSTANG DAILY

An officer with the Cal Poly Police D epartm ent measures the distance Jason Erick Sy's bike traveled
after being struck by a train near California Boulevard, Wednesday. Sy, who tried to beat the train
across the tracks, was taken to Sierra Vista Regional Medical Center where he later died.
decided to wait and let the train
MUSTANG DAILY MANAGING EDITOR
pass, hut the 18-ye.ir-L>ld thouLjht he
could heat it.
A Ciil Poly student died
The lour-en^jine Union Pacific
WednesLiay alter a tram struck the Irei^ht train was traveling; at 10
hack tire ot his hike while he was mph, Black said, which is the nor
tr> iny t«i cross the tracks.
mal spc'ed while travelinf» throuijh a
Alter the northbound train city. Tlte Iront ol the train linally
clipped his tire, Ja.son Erick Sy llew came to a stop alongside the sports
into a wiHiden post a lew leet away complex, aKnit a mile Irom the
Irom the tracks
incident.
“He propelled inro the post with
Fiona Tran, a graphic communi
entniyh force ro kmxk it down,” cations Ireshman, said she was
said Calilomia Hijjhway Patrol offi heading Irom Stenner C len to class
cer Chris Black.
when she came upon the stopped
A nursing supervisor at Sierra train.
Vista Regional Medical Center said
“When we got to the other side,
Sy died on the emerjiency nxim we saw a guy laying on the ground,”
table Irom massive trauma due to Tran said. “He had cuts i^n his lace.
the injury.
The chin Itxiked really cut up. His
Sy was an aerosapee enjjineerinfj right leg also looked cut and was
Ireshman Irom San Jose.
bleeding Irom the knee down.”
— Black said several people had
When Tran crossed the tracks,

By Victoria Walsh

she saw people talking to Sy while

By Malia Spencer

Feinstein, D-C'alil., and John Kyi, RAriz. The act is designed to strength

In the wake ol the Sept. 11 terror
ist attacks, international students and
the pnxiess by which they receive
their visas have come under close gov
ernment senitiny.
Tlie Visa Entry Relorm Act of
2001 was intriKiuced to the Senate on
Nov. 1 by co-sjxinsors Sc’ns. Dianne

en counter-terrorism efiorts by giving
law enlorcement a centralized data
base, upgrading technologies to pre
vent fraiKl and imposing new restric
tions on student visas, Feinstein said
in a press release.

•Has not had recent fees
increase, despite difficulties
caused by inflation

•Students perceive imper
sonal perception of ASl
•Increased student fees

upport the Denux;ratic ptiKess on campus by voting between the
hours of 8 a.ui. and 4 p.m. at Fisher Science, University Union,
IX'xter Lawn, Ag Bridge or the Rec Center.

S

he was attempting to move around.
About 20 minutes later, an ambu
lance arrived and ttxik him to Sierra
Vista for treatment.
Sy’s clothes, blue jeans and a
navy long-sleeved shirt, and his
bike were taken to the CH P’s office
in San Luis Obispo.
The investigation is being han
dled by the Union Pacilic Police
under the supervision ol Special
Agent Terry Masters.
Masters reminded students that
crossing the tracks is a violation of
the California Penal CixJe and they
can be cited or arrested.
San Luis Obispo Captain Dan
Blanke said this was the first acci
dent on the railroad tracks in nearly 10 years.

International students still
coming to Cal Poly
MUSTANG DAILY STAfF WRITER

CON

grams at ('al Poly, said she Believes
that student visa Icxiphtiles are not the
real issue. Instead, the embassies need
to enlorce the regulations already in
place.
“If something is wrong (with a stu
dent), lI o a background check based
on the passport,” Andre said.

The changing makeup
of America’s workforce
making up only 44 percent of the stu
dent
bvrdy. These numbers have
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
improved over the years.
A look at the issue
In 1951, when Hofiman graduated
from Iowa State University with a
Years ago, most women were Ph.D. in nuclear chemistry, there
homemakers, teachers and nurses, were few women earning Ph.D.s, and
not nuclear chemists. Darleane C. even fewer in the field of nuclear
Hofiman is an exception to the rule. chemistry.
With
such
honors
“1 was actually the only woman in bestowed upon her as a prolessorship
my class,” Hofiman said. “1 never at U C Berkeley, the U.S. National
tumbled to the fact there was dis Medal of Science, the American
crim ination
against
Chemical ScKiety award and
women.”
many others, Hoffman has
Discrimination or no dis
made a place for herself in
crimination, the numbers of
the held of chemistry.
women in many prolessionR E P C r l^ f
As a college Ireshman
al fields, such as math and
transferring from the home
science are low. Women
economics department to
make up 12.3 percent ol all
the chemistry department, Hoffman
engineers, according M the Mineral, was asked by a professor whether
Metals and Materials SiKiety Web “chemistry was a suitable prolession
site. Even though their numbers are lor a woman.” Even in the early
low in many prolessional lields, near 1950s, Holtman encountered little
ly 144 million women live in the discrimination that she noticed.
United States, compared to 1 38 mil
“There used to be a little initial
lion men. The Cal Poly campus is shock when people saw a woman scinot an accurate representation of the entist,” she said. “When they found
country’s population, with women

By Lyndsay Lundgren

Barbara Amlre, as,s(Kiate director
ol international education and pro

see VISAS, page 11

see WOMEN, page 2
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Low: 2:53 a.m. /1 .7 3 feet
High: 9:08 a.m. / 6.46 feet
Low: 4:14 p.m. / -0.91 feet
High: 10:43 p .m ./4 .1 9 feet
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By Bryan Dickerson
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

Sitrin^ in the KCPR lounge, an
object’s use eludes the thouj’httul
speculation ot those KathereJ around
it. Made out ot some type ot paddinj^
and covered in a black velvety mater
ial, it is shaped like a triangle and has
a handle.
“We didn’t know what it was,” said
Rodolfo Nadres, KCPR general manager and environmental en^ineerinji
seniLTr. “It was left over from last year’s
auction. Someone did buy it, hut they
never came by to pick it up.”
The black velvet triangle thing is
an anomaly at the station. The lounge
is tilling up with Llonations from local
businesses supporting college radio,
hut most ot the items tend to he recognirahle and useful. Some are even
expensive.
‘I ’ve heard there’s a possibility that

WOMEN

SUNDAY
High: 72» / Low: 47»

continued from page 1

. MONDAY

High: 72» / Low: 47»
TUESDAY
High: 72» / Low: 46»

Vote on
ASFs fee
referendum
today

out 1 knew what 1 was doing they got
over it.”
Httlfman acknowledges that dis
crimination was present; however,
she never found her sex to be a hin
drance to her career. In fact, her sex
often earned her attention.
“Being a woman certainly got you
attention,” she said. “Failure or suc
cess, at least you were noticed.”
Even though 35 percent tif gradu
ate students at U C Berkeley are
women, they are not entering the
teaching profession at major research
universities, Hoffman said. A larger
number of women are taking posi
tions in the industry and at national
laboratories due to difficulties
women have in the tenure system at
universities. Howevet, the future of
women in science is hopeful,

a car will he donated this year,” said
Carver Cordes, KCPR program direc
tor ami journalism junior. He added
that in years past, KCPR had other big
items like a VW van, a surthoard and
several hikes donated to the cause.
From today until Sunday, KCPR
will hold its 31st annual live on-air
auction to raise the hulk ot its budget
tor the coming year. For one week,
hundreds of items will he grouped
together in “packs,” which can he
seen on their Web site. The packs will
he described on the air during fiveminute blocks while the community
phones in bids.
“There tends to he really good deals
on a lot of stuff that students typically
want and need,” Cordes said. “A lot ot
gift certificates tor f(X)d, chiropractic
work and haircuts. We’ll make up
packs with things like a beauty treat
ment followed by a night out, includ
ing limo and dinner.”

This reflects the nature itf KCPR
auction packs; they run the gamut
from incredibly useful and pragmatic
to “interesting.”
“You can hid to have the band
Dispatcher play at your party this
year,” Cordes added.
Since the early 1970s, the station
has relied on the auction to fund most
ot its eLiuipment replacement and
upgrade. In those early years, they
played reel-to-reel tapes of ringing
phones to add a sense of urgency and
drama to the auction. The staff even
went so far as to broadcast from the
men’s bathrcxim across the hall from
the station to mimic the acoustics of a
large auditorium.
Last summer the station purchased
a new stereo proce.ssor that dramati
cally improved signal clarity. But just
recently the kix that ptLx:csses the
signal for the microwave transmitter
— the one that shoots the

Hoffman said.
ing will go up because the field of
“The future of women in science is technology is just getting bigger,” she
extremely gcxH,” she said. “The more said. “They will be drawn in because
education women receive, the more of the bigness of technology.”
Cooper has experienced very few
freedom they will have."
The numbers of women in the incidents of what she’d describe as
mechanical engineering field at Cal discrimination. Before teaching at
Poly, both students and faculty, are Cal Poly, she earned her graduate
low, said Mary
__ ___________
_____________ degree at Oregon
Cooper, mechan- ^
State University.
ical engineering
future of women in
W hile she was
teaching there,
lecturer.
science is extremely good.
she had several
The percentage
male
students
of female under- The more education
drop out of her
graduate mechan- womcn reccwc the more
class just because
ical engineering r
j
•// L
*>
freedom
they
will
have.
she was a woman.
students is abxiut
said.
10
percent,
Darleane C. Hoffman Cooper
Several times she
CtXTper said. Over
UC Berkeley professor didn’t even realthe last 15 years at
Cal Poly, Cooper
lie she was the
has seen very little increase in female object of discrimination.
mechanical engineering students.
“Just because you’re a member of
Even considering the minimal the minority,” Ccxiper said, “dcxisn’t
increase, more women will continue mean you’re clued in.”
to join the field, Ctxiper said.
“Numbers of women in engineer- Women as heads of corpora

“The
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microwaves to the bigger transmitter
that radios pick up — failed and needs
to be replaced.
Besides purchasing new equipment,
the auction helps the staff get feedback
from the community.
“We find out if they think we’re miss
ing the boat on anything,” Cordes .said.
“A form is sent out with each package so
that listeners can voice their opinions.”
No one remembered what the bid on
the black velvety triangle thing was, but
one n j did discover its use. He demon
strated how it unLilds into a single
sleeping pad with a triangle shaped pil
low. Another Dj pointed out that he’s
glad he wasn’t the one having to
describe it over the air.
The auction will continue through
Sunday. For more informaticsn about
the remaining items to be auctioned,
visit www.kcpr.org or call 756KCFR.

tions
Women
in
male-dominated
careers are on the rise, according to
Fortune 500. Today, women can be
seen at the head of companies such
as Hewlett-Packard, eBay, Avon,
Kraft F (X )d s , AOL and Ford Motor
Company. According to the U.S.
Department of Labor, women make
up more than 50 percent of the work
force in the United States.
The United States is comparable
to other countries when it comes to
women in science, Hoffman said.
After studying and working in
Russia, China, Norway and japan she
learned that women around the
world face the same struggles.
“1 think we compare to most
places well,” she said, “japan has very
few women in science, but Norway
has a high number.”

The newsroom discrepancy
see MEN, page 10
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NationalBrieN
Musicians file brief that supports
Napster
LOS ANGELES — Napster
received support from a group of
recording artists, led hy Don Henley of
the Eagles, that filed a brief in San
Francisco. The artists contend in their
brief, filed Nov. 7, that big recording
labels may not indefinitely i)wn the
sound recording copyrights of some of
the stmgs they are suing Napster over.
The rect)rd labels that filed the suit
were not given the summary judgment
that they requested because they have
not provided ctmclusive evidence that
they own the works they claim were
infringed upt)n. •
Henley and the other artisrs who
filed the brief are concerned that the
labels have classified thousands of
recordings its “works made for hire.”
Works tor hire are considered property
ot the empk)yer or recording company
under current law. This prevents artists
from reclaiming the copyrights tv>their
works 35 years after the rectirdings are
made and allows the labels to pay the
artists a tlat tee. The recording indus
try has K'en kibbying harsl ti^ classifr
songs as works tor hire.
— Reuters

Monday, but his attorney contirmed
his decision to sell the clubs, although
not the land they sit on in North Las
Vegas.
“He went in with really great inten
tions and everyone made a really big
deal out of mithing," attorney Mark C.
Nicoletti said of the publicity over
Stertzer’s purchase of the clubs. “His
reaction has been, ‘Why am I getting
such a hassle out of it?’ I think he’d just
had enough.”
Stertzer, a respected pioneer of bal
loon angioplasty, a prcxedure to repair
or replace damaged bltnid vessels,
raised eyebrows at Stanford and else
where recently with his decision to
buy the clubs and use the proceeds to
fund his own and other research at the
university.
— D)s Angeles Times

High school students may have to
retake SATs
NEW YORK — Answer sheets for
as many as 7,800 Scholastic
As.sessment Tests that were taken in
C\:tober have not been received by
the Qillege F3oard, the group that
owns the SATs. Officials of the New
York-based company suspect that the
tests many still be in a post office facil
ity that is closed tor anthrax testing
and cleaning.
Students from the United States,
Uproar drives surgeon to sell strip Saudi Arabia, Germany, Italy, Ghana,
clubs
Liberia, South .Africa and Haiti may
LOS ANGELES — A respected
have to retake the test. The Qillege
cardiova.scular surgeon from Stantord
Board has .said that the students can
University’ who purchased three Lts take the test again tor free or receive a
Vegas strip clubs to tinance his metifull refund. Students who tixik the test
ical research said bad publicity over on Oct. 1 3 will be contacted by the
the move has persuaded him to .sell the Gillege Board.
establishments.
Officials Slid th.u there are always
Simon Stettier, whose application some tests that don’t make it back to
to buy the all-nude Palomino Club be graded for one reastin or another,
.ind two neighKiring toplevs joints was but never in such high numbers.
approved by liKal ofticials in
.AKnit 550,000 .students ttxik the
SeptemK.‘r, said in an e-mail the Li>s SAT at 3,600 test centers in Ocrolx;r.
Angeles Times that the "adverse char— Reuters
actenration" ot the deal compt.‘lled
him to sell.
Red Cross reverses decision, will
.A tull-time protessor at the distribute all of Liberty Fund
Stantord medic.il scIiih >1, .'^tertrer
WASHINGTON
—
On
could not K* re.iche..l tor comment Wednes.liy, the .American Rev.1 Ooss
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announced that 100 percent of the
money they received for the Liberty
Fund will go toward the victims of the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. They
reversed their original decision to keep
some of the money for po.ssible future
events after receiving criticism from
donors and lawmakers. Donors had
made it “abundantly clear” that they
wanted the donated money to go to
the victims of the attacks. The Red
Cross expressed that they hope their
actions will restore faith and trust in
their organization and emptiwer their
workers and volunteers.
The Red Crtxss raised aKiut $543
million for the Liberty Fund. Already
$154 million has been spent. It has
been projected that another $275 mil
lion will be spent before the end of the
year.
The conmiversy has already caused
the resignation of the Ametican Red
Cross’ president, Ifr. I3emadine Healy.
Tlie ARC will lx,' making it easier for
victims of the tragedies to get help by
working with other relief agencies and
public officials to create a database
that will imprin e cixirdination among
the groups.
— CNN News
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Police claim that the vitamin A was
contaminated; the head of state health
services said that the do.ses given may
have been too strong.
The United Nations is denying
allegations, but is lixiking into the
incident and are awaiting the results (4
tests. In the past year, 35 million
Indian children have received doses of
vitamin A from the United Nations to
prevent blindness.
— Reuters

Middle East
KABUL, Afghanistan — The
Taliban are in a state of “collapse”
across Afghanistan, UK Prime
Minister Tony Blair .said.
In a statement to Parliament, he
said anti-Taliban forces were now
beginning to succeed in the .south of
the country, following their sweeping
advance south into Kabul on Tuesday.
“It is now clear that the Taliban
tegime is in a state of collapse across
Afghanisran,” Blair .said.
He was speaking as reports emerged
that the Taliban had been forced out
of several eastern provinces and might
be losing their grip on the southern
stnsnghold of Kandahar.
IX'spite the.se territorial los.ses, the
Taliban leadership remained defiant,
claiming to be regrouping after what
IntemationalBriefs
they called a tactical withdrawal from
some cities.
Asia
But Blair rejected this, saying the
DISPUR, India — A 2-year-old girl
cluaim was a “lie.”
was lefr dead and 700 children were
U.S. Defense Secretary lAmald
ho.spitalized after receiving vitamin A Rumsfeld said it was gratifying to see
from U.N. humanitarian agency the Afghan people getting their counUNICEF, officials said Tuesday. The tr\- back, but admitted that key
vitamin A was administered as part of Taliban leaders were still at large.
a drive to prevent blindness in Indian
— BBC: News
children. The vitamin was given to
321,000 children up to age 6 in the Africa
northeastern state of As.sam.
. KANO, Nigeria — More than 200
Tlie hospitalized children are not in |x.'ople have died in a outbreak of
setious condition. Tliey experienced cholera in northern Nigeria in the past
symproms of fever, vomiting and stom tew weeks.
ach pains. Tlie 2-year-old girl dicxi two
Tlie area hit harde>t is the st.ite of
holin' after receiving the vitamin. Kano, but the nei”hKinng •'tates ot
Tlioiisands of other children were K.itsina ,ind Juzawa h.ive a k i K'en
brought to hospitals for check-ups affected.
Recotvb in the infectious diseases
•ifrer news that svmptoms sprea».!.

hospital in Kano clearly .show that at
least 250 people have died as a result of
the cholera outbreak.
This contrasts strongly with an offi
cial figure of eight deaths given on
Monday by the State Commissioner of
Health.
The hospital in the city of Kano is
the only one in the state with facilities
to deal with the outbreak and has
received patients from across the
regitm.
Records indicate that since midSeptemKr, almost 700 people have
K en admitted, many of whom have
presumably been discharged after
making a full recovery.
— BBC News

Middle East
VIENNA, Austria — Ministers
from the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) have
agreed to cut the pnxluction of cnide
oil by 1.5 million barrels per day (bpd),
but only if Russia cuts pnxluction .is
well.
OPEC is de.sperate to Kxist the
price of cnide oil but has insisted on
the support of other countries, espe
cially Russia, Mexico and Norway.
But as OPEC’s meeting in Vienna
drew to a close, the spotlight was fimily on Russia.
Kuwaiti oil minister, Adel alSubaih, said OPEC would nor imple
ment its output cut — equal to 6 per
cent of output — unless non-OPEC
pnxJucers cut by 500,000 bpxl.
OPEC fears that even if it reduces
the supply from its meniKrs, the mar
kets will still K fkxxJed by oil from
other pnxlucers.
That scenario would mean the rev
enue streams of OPEC members
would K substantially lowered de.spite
their own sacrificial cuts.
— BBC: News

Briefs compiled from various news
services by Mustang Daily contributor Anne Guilford.
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N e w C lu l^ Z i exhibit^íackles rec|fct tra ^ K e s
By Lyndsay Lundgren
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

B

ehind rhe confines of a chain-link fence, artists labor at creating an expressive
image while, from outside the fence, passers-hy glance at their fluid movements
and brush strokes.
Club 221, the University Union art gallery, currently houses a progressive and interac
tive art show that focuses on the current events in the United States. It is the first show
of its kind at Club 221, allowing visitors to walk through the gallery and watch artists as
they create their displays.
“This is such a great opportunity to expose the Cal Poly community to progressive art,”
said Maureen Goddard, Club 221 student supt'rvisor. “This exhibit sheds light on differ
ent aspects of the artistic prcKess."
The 10 featured artists each will create an exhibit that expresses tlieir feelings or re.Ktions to the Sept. 11 tragedy and the current turmoil related to the war and anthrax cases.
The works vary from acrylic paintings to collages and ptittery. All exhibits are caged
behind a chain-link fence that will be renmvcd upon completion of the art on Nov. 17.
Each piece will be documented with digital photography and all the progressive photos
will be displayed when the works are completed.
Each artist responds differlently and thus creates a different piece of art. Art lets the
viewer inside the minds of the.artists, even more so when the onUxikers can watch the
artists create their work.
“You get a different perspective talking to the artist than you do just looking at the art,"
said Evan apRobert, studii' art .sophttinore. “Lots of people are really curious.”
ApRobert and biology senior Justin Tripp are collaborating on an idea that will capture
the emotions and memories of America on a free-standing structure. Serving as a mono
lith time capsule, an old desk tipped on its siile will display images ,ind memories of
America. Each side will reveal a different artistic >tyle, including painting and coll.ige.
“1 try to strike an individual chord with people,” apRobert said. “I hope, with the

see CLUB 221, page 7
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By Leslie Edwards
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

snoring the hustle aiul hustle ot
the caté, a younj; woman lost in
her own world effortlessly plays
the piano. No one seems to
notice as she pounds away at the
keys, playinfj sons after sonR. The cus
tomers just ^o about their business,
intimately conversing with one
another, enjoying each other’s compa
ny and the things Linnaea’s Café has
to öfter. The employees are moving at
a rapid pace, whipping up Linnaea’s
famous waffles, tea and coffee drinks
tt) sati.sfy their customers.
Stopping every tew minutes to
wave and smile at almost every cus
tomer, 68-year-old owner Linnaea
Phillips begins to tell the history ot
the cate.
Phillips opened Linnaea’s Café in
1984 as the only other coffee shop in
town at the time aside from the Koftee
Klatsch, which opened in 1981.
Phillips wanted to create a place
where people could gather, talk and
have a European sidewalk café experi
ence.
“The first people who realized what
1 was trying to do wete the students,’’
Phillips said. “Many students have
traveled to Europe and feel the
essence ot the many European cafes
here at Linnaea’s.’’
Phillips was horn in 1911 to ptnir
Swedish immigrants. Her father loved
to sing, so her mother learned to play
the piano; in tact, they bought one as
a wedding gift tor themselves in 1921.
The piano now belongs to Phillips
and resides in Linnaea’s C'até, tipen to
anyone who wants to play. Phillips
said the piano is not strong enough to
be in there, but she can’t bring herself
to get nd ot It ju.st yet.
Phillips graduated from the
University ot Puget Sound in 1916
with a degtee in art history. She spent
the next three years in Europe pursu
ing her art career. Phillips published
some of her Batik art, an Indonesian
art form, in newspapers such as the
Los Angeles Times. Batik art is where
artists paint cloth with wax and then
dye the wax different colors. It’s
unique because the dye can’t get
through the wax, stt it makes beautiful
colors, Phillips said.
In 1969, Phillips moved to San Luis
Obispts and worked as the events
developer for the Mission Plaza for 10
years. She has alstt worked pan-time
as a librarian at Cuesta College for the
past 18 years and continues to do so
one day a week.
Before opening her own cafe,
Phillips
worked
at
Norwixxl
Bi-Hikstore, where she had a little cof
fee business ttpen three nights a week.
After a few years, she moved the cof
fee business to its cunent liKation at

Arts
1110 Carden St. and has been serving
San Luis Obi.spo ever since.
Phillips’ son actually discovered
the building and it just so happened
that the wig shop occupying the
building at the time was about to go
out of business. Phillips didn’t have
much money, but t(K)k her entire
divorce settlement and put it inm the
café. She hired people to gut the
building, replaster many of the walls
and put in new floots. Phillips also
cleaned the back yard and made a
beautiful outside garden patio, which

become a popular hangout for many
college .students.
“1 come here for my beloved mint
mochas and the atmosphere,’’ said
Eglish junior Molly Taylor. Taylor
heard about Linnaea’s Café from
friends who are regulars and has
become a regular herself over the past
year, especially for breakfast.
“This is the best place to have cof
fee and chat, as well as socialize with
other people," said regular Robert
Deasham, a graphic design professor.
The tea at Linnaea’s is also a

Linnaea’s
can
b e
re n t
ed out tor wed
dings, receptions and
birthday parties tor only $25.
“We were immediately successtul, which was pretty shtK'king to
me,” Phillips said. “The dream, 1
think, has been met."
All 20 employees at Linnaea’s,
aside from the manager, attend
either C'al Poly or Cuesta C'ollege
and most ot them stay at the caté
throughout their college career.
“The reason 1 work here is
because ot the people," said Jason
Joyce, long-time employee ot
Linnaea’s. “I could be making a lot
more money at another job, but the
spirit ot Linnaea’s and the way she
runs the caté makes it more than
wi>rth it.”
Phillips said that although it’s a
tough job, the employees teally
make the caté a tun place to work.
These hard-working employees
serve breakfast and lunch, as well as
a>ftee, tea and other exotic drinks.
“We’re vegetarian in ever>thing
we do," Phillips said. “We .serve
homey cas.seroles and wattles that
remind people ot their childhixxl.”
The cate sells organic, shadegrown coffee, which is fair traded.
Tliis is a new concept in which the
farmer is paid a going rate for coffee,
instead ot getting paid based on the
stability of the market. Although this
makes the price of coffee just slightly
higher than most, Phillips said she
enjoys doing her part to help txit the
ItKal farmers. Phillips buys her coffee
from a small roaster in Davenport,
Calif., tryang to stay as Uxal as she
can.
“Our coffee is very rich and fiillKxJied, which is why st> many people
love it," she said.
It didn’t take long for Linnaea’s to
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favorite ot many customers. They
have a wide variety ot green, black
and herbal teas. The tea is unique
because they buy it in bulk, not in
individual tea bags. When a customer
orders tea, a scoop is placed in a small,
porous hag, which allows for a better
tasting tea, Phillips said.
“1 come here because it is casual,
healthy and a fun place tet meet inter
esting people,” said Betty Kulp, a
retired administrator.
Linnaea’s is also famous for its
desserts, such as carrot cake, cheese
cake and bundt cake, along with fruit
pies and other pastries.
Linnaea’s Café dexisn’t just serve up
great food and drinks — it also fea
tures art, photography and many
nights filled with acoustic folk music.
All the art is done by ItKal artists
because Phillips thinks it is important
to support the people who live in the
area.
Every Wednesday is Open Mic
Night at Linnaea’s, which dtaws a big
ctowd ot Cal Poly students. Tliis night
is for people who enjoy playing music
and reading poetry.

coifee

''(Linnaea s) is casual,
healthy and a fun place to
meet interesting people/*
Betty Kulp
retired administrator
“Open Mic Night allows people to
express their ideas, even if they aren’t
always common ideas,” Phillips said.
Big Variety Night, held on the first
Sunday of everything month, is
another popular night for all varieties
of people. It is a lot like Open Mic
Night, but classier, Phillips said.
Thursday night is jazz night, just
another chance to meet new people
and have a gtxid time.
Monday night, waffle night, also
attracts a crowd. For $3 one can buy a
huge waffle with all the toppings.
Linnaea’s Caté is open daily from 7
a.m. until midnight, but stays open
until 12:15 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights and closes on Sunday
between 3 and 7 p.m.
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Amanda Prevel, a biological sciences senior, and Jessica Layman, a biological sciences junior, regularly attend
Linnaea’s every Monday for Waffle Night. Linnaea’s employees Ryan Harvey and Sarah Wheeler created the idea in
response to the monotny o f Monday nights. What once was its slowest night is now comprable to Thursday or Friday
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CLUB 221
continued from page 5
images, to trigger a memory that
people just can’t place.”
Other artists reveal very personal
stories in their work. Andy Paiko,
studio art senior, pondered the idea
of beliefs and how they play into
current events. In Club 221, Paiko’s
enormous painting hangs from the
wall, almost greeting visitors. The
image of a man sitting at a desk
studying is a symbolic self-portrait of
Paiko.
“He’s trying to come up with his
own beliefs through the process of
mental distillation," Paiko said.
After studying alchemy, magic
and medieval philosophers, Paiko
decided that people don’t believe in
anything anymore, he said.
“1 was tripping on how much
those people believed in things —
God, the afterlife and their lives
being in line with the planets,” he
said. “I don’t think people really
believe in stuff anymore.”
Somewhat bothered by the recent
outpouring of patriotism, Paiko
began searching for his own beliefs.
1le said people are using symbols like
the flag in advertising and other
ways as a means of jumping on the
bandwagon — this tragedy has trig
gered the expression of belief by the
American people.
“We need proof now, we need to
see God," Paiko said. “Well, proof
doesn’t really exist anymore."
As Paiko spent his hours painting
in Club 221, few people would

inquire about the meaning of his
work, he said.
“One lady caught the religious
suggestions in it,” he said. “She was
the only person who asked about it.
It would actually be cool if someone
was offended by it.”
Other artists turned outward and
analyzed the American people as a
whole. N icole Schach, art and
design junior, looked at how naive
the United States can be.
“We don’t seem to care much
about world issues,” she said. “Then
when they affect us we’re shocked.”
Her combination of acrylic and
collage work features newspaper
clippings from the Mustang Daily,
U SA Today, The New York Times
and other papers that covered the
events of the past months.
Art shows people’s different ways
of thinking, she said.
“If it makes you think different,”
Schach said, “then it was successful.”
The only artist creating pottery is
focusing on the concept that both
people and pottery are vessels.
Daniel Wagner, materials engineer
ing senior, liked the idea of the subcommunication of the Sept. 1 1
events. The Cal Poly ctimmunity has
not ftKused much on the recent hap
penings and continues to practice
the “out of sight, out of mind” phi
losophy, Wagner said. Two sets of
pottery will represent people, or ves
sels. One set will be intact, holding
the wishes, hopes, dreams and
desires of the living, and the other
will be broken to symbolize the loss
that occurred.
“Everyone who died w-tm’t be able
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to fulfill any of those dreams," he
said. “But there’s lots of us who can
carry on and fulfill those for them.”
Wagner and his friends will write
their hopes and dreams on pieces of
paper to place in the unbroken ves
sels. The broken set will be con
tained in a Plexiglas box for visitors
to view.
“Th is show really gives people an
insight of how artists work,” Wagner
said. “The main idea was for people
to watch us.”
Students do watch the artists,
Goddard said. In this exhibit, if
curiosity overtakes visitors they can
ask the artists questions.
“It’s interesting to see how a piece
progresses from start to finish,” said
Scott Harshman, mechanical engi
neering senior. “You can see how a
piece can be more than a sum of its
parts.”
All artists faced an expense limit
of $30, the confines of working in
the gallery and the two-week time
limit, said Vanessa Vellozzi, assistant
student coordinator for Club 221.
“The hope is that people will gain
respect for time," she said. “People
will see what great art can be pro
duced with a time constraint."
The gallery opening on Nov. 1
was well received, VelUizzi said. In
addition to coming and viewing the
art, the gallery is a good place for
students to get away, she said.
“It is a good place to study, relax
and get away from the busyness of
the U U ," she said.
The show runs through l\‘c. 14.
Club 221 is open Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Studio a rt senior Andy Paiko works on his most recent painting for the
new Club 221 exhibit in the UU. It is a progressive a rt show in which
the artists complete their pieces while the exhibit is open to the public.
Paiko said his piece is in reflection o f Sept. 11.
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T

tinued on at Alfred University and
received her m aster’s decree.
Before entennt’ tiraduate school,
she had to make a choice.
"If 1 didn’t choose sculpture, 1
couldn’t I'D to the famous school
with my tuition paid for,” Morjjin
said.
Moryin has always thouLjht of
herself as an .irtist. She bef^an her
.irt career as a painter. Moryin has
always been interested
in color and usiny colors
in an inharmonic way.
which
means
usiny

he opening of an art
exhibit
at
(hiesta
ta illey e ,
featiirintJ
Kristin M ortjin’s art
work, was atteiuled hy
nutre than 150 people. Her work,
inspirei.1 hy an article about a sym
phony written in a labor camp, is
entitled ‘‘Ticking; Elephant and
O ther Survivinti Excerpts from the
Hope Symphony.” It teauires mostIv untinished ceramic pieces.
Mor},Mn w.is invited to share her
work when a former teacher from
C'uesta Caillet>e artended a lecture
at Oal Poly Lfiven by ceram ic
teachers. Every five weeks, shows
are done by a variety of local and
oiitside-the-area artists. Marta
Pehiso, director of the new art
tiallery at Cuesta, saw the slides of
Kristin Mor^in’s work and brought opposite colors in a bright way that
the younH artist to San Luis Obispo don’t seem to fit together.
to share her pieces.
Her most recent pieces are a
“T he artwork is in cred ib le,” body of work based on an article
Peluso said. Faculty, community about an unknown Soviet who was
and students will be awed by her put in a labor camp during S ta lin ’s
art, she said.
purges. He took it upon himself to
Morjiin said it’s hard to catetjo- write a symphony tor a friend. The
ri:e her work because she uses clay piece was written in code and left
in a non-trad itional way. Her unfinished and untitled. T he coded
pieces are made out of untired clay letters were smu^^led and by the
and other m aterials like wood, time they j»ot to where they were
strinti, rocks and cloth. T he art sent, someone figured out the
work looks an cien t, as if the coded messages. T his man was
objects have been diiti up from a called Demetry, although this was
muddy, cold lake.
believed to be a false name. The
W hen she was younn, Mor^in symphony was quite complex.
said she remembered telliny her
Morjiin took some of his ideas
mother and father she was tioini» to and mixed them with her own. She
be an .irtist. She was told that life thought about the works as visual
as .in artist was tumultuous. sounds and created her master
Nevertheless, they supported her pieces.
endeavors to become an artist.
“People say that my pieces look
She
attended
Humbt>lt sort of corroded or broken down,
University and received .i bache but 1 see them as survivinf» in spite
lor’s dettree from C^alifornm State of themselves," Morjiin said. She
University .it ll.iyward. She con- has some biy fragile pieces at the
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exhibit alonjiside smaller pieces.
One piece that stood out at the att
tiallery, because of its si:e, is the
“Doe,” which stands 84 inches hy
59 inches by 21 inches. A nother
lartje piece is the “Ruck.” This
piece stands 56 inches by 15 inch
es by 29 inches.
“W hile my work involves differ
ent sorts of subject matters, differ
ent postures and attitudes... the

PÄ

Cuesta art

gallery features
the ‘unfinished’
w'ork comes together in a way that
is similar to movements in a sym
phony,” Mor^in said. “The pieces
are all different in that they all
play off one another and work as
separate elements of one bij» thiny.
T he o b jects have to do with
o bjects that look like someone
used them .”
“1 think when you look at the
pieces separately they are fri^htenin>», and fragile, hut collectively
they are very impressive,” said,
Cjarren Fa:io, a student of art his
tory.
In the center of the exhibit is a
tiny ticking elephant. This is the
only piece that is fired and colored.
The elephant rotates with a wind
up clock on a playiny card base on
top of a weathered piece of wood.
M oryin’s artwork can be seen
until Dec. 10 at Cuesta College
Art Gallery. T he hours are Monday
through Saturday from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Wednesday, from 11 a.m
to 8 p.m. T he show is free.

k e il c a r r e a u / m u s t a n g daily

Kristen Margin's Ticking Elephant sculpture is one of many art peices on
display a t her show in the Cuesta College Art Callery. The show runs from
Nov.2toDec. 10.
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Is Xbox the one to buy?
By David Taylor
(U. C e n t r a l

C e n t r a l F l o r id a F u t u r e
F l o r id a )

(U-W IRE) O VIEIXT El.i. — It
^eems that Microsoft has its hands in
.iKnit ever\thin>;. From television statituis like MSNF5(' to its own software
titles, Micri>soft is the corporate equiv
alent of a jack-of-all-trades.
Continuing» this j»rowth, Mientsoft
has decided to make its mark on the
htime video name industry by releasinn
a new console, the XKix, into the
marketplace on Nov. 15. The XKix is
a top-of-rhe-line nmiic machine, supportinn stellar graphics and a number
of innovative features with which
Microsoft plans to put competitors to
shame.
The first and most imj'Hirtant factor
for .iny system is the nitnies. Microsoft
has more than 41 titles planned for
release in 2001, rounhly 15 of which
will be available on the launch date.
The names run off dual-layer DVDs
similar to those of the Playstation 2.
These discs, however, can hold up to
nine niffubytes of data, allowinn thirdparty companies to desinn hune numes
with lush ntuphics and hours of play
time.
Two of these
i'Te “IXati or
Alive 5” and “CMdworld: Munch’s
kXlyssee,” Kith continuations of popu
lar
b’F the Playstation and
Dreamcast that will be available at
l.iunch. Additionally, there will be
many new senes debutinn on the sys
tem, such as two other hinhly .inticipated titles, "Halo” and “Project
t5otham Racinn ” “Halo” is described
.IS a “Starship Tr(Hipers”-type experi
ence where the player has to com
mand triKips and drive vehicles w'hile
killinn aliens. “Project Gotham

R.icinn,” as the title sunnc'sts, is a rac
inn ffame that brinni' Gran Turismot\|X' racinn to the XKix. The.se four
natnes, however, are just some of the
launch date hinhlinhts. Micro.soft is
promisinn more exclusive titles to
come.
The XKix IS fairly larne for a videxi
name system, aKiut the size of a stan
dard VCR. Its size is due to the con
tents “under the htKxl.” The black and
nteen system comes with an einhtninubyte hard drive that allows players
to save data w’ithout the need of mem
oir' cards such as those for Playstation.
Inside the Xbox there is als<i an
Ethernet card that Microsoft will uti
lize next year when it opens >np its
natninn network. Usinn this technolony, players can compete anainst each
othet online much like people do now
with I\2s or the Sena IXeamcast.
With the controller, Microsoft has
successfully taken elements of past sys
tems and intenrated them. It is shaped
similarly to the Dreamcast controller,
with an analon stick (made famous by
the Nintendo 64) in the upper left and
a standard directional pad below it.
CXi the rinht side there are six buttons
used for nunic* play, similar to the old
Saturn controller. The rest of the con
troller Kxiks like a IXeamcast one,
with analon trinfjers on the back, one
for each hand, and two acces.sor>’ slots
where players can put memory cards
and microphones. Much like the
Nintendo 64, there are four controller
ports, so there is no need to buy an
adapter when havinn buds over for
beer and pizza.
Other special features include
breakaway cords. These* cords connect
the controllers to the XKix and with a
slinht tun fht-'Y can be ripped away.
This solves the ever-present problem

of trippinn over cords, causinn the
whole system to tall on the tlixir.
Another feature is that players can not
only play C IX on the system, but also
record tracks to u.se while playinn
names.
TTiere is, unfortunately, a dark side
to all these excellent features. For one,
many video n^'nie reviewers feel the
XKix controller is tixi bin, being more
of a distraction than a ttxil. This is an
easy problem to solve, though, consid
ering the number of third-party con
trollers that come mit ever>* year. .
There is also the DVD ptviblem.
Yes, the XKix can play DVIX, but for
extra money. In order to play DVDs
one needs a remote control that comes
separately fmm the system and costs
aKiut $50. This .seems like a way for
Microsoft to further get into the wal
lets of consumers. Taking into account
the corporation’s track record, it is not
surprising. .After all, how many ver
sions of Windows are there?
XKix is a system geared toward 15to 2 5-year-olds. Every feature of this
new console reflects this demographic,
from its hardware complexities to the
content of the games. This is very dif
ferent from the upcoming Nintendo
Gamecube, which is trying to appeal
to a more general audience.
XKix has many promising features,
but also many that question its success
as an entertainment console — its
price, for example. At $5(X? the XKix
is a serious investment for even the
“affluent” college student. People defi
nitely need to research to see if the
XKix is right for their individual tastes
before purchasing it. However, if
Microsoft’s dream machine lives up to
its capabilities on paper, then 2002
will be a great year for Rill Gates.

Entry Level Civil Engineer
Positions are available at our Santa Maria or
Sacramento offices for candidates possessing a
B.S. in Civil Engineering. The candidate may
choose between Roadway Design or Bridge
Design career tracks. Transportation and
CADD classwork, possession of an EIT
certificate or prior experience is a plus. Civil
engineering students interested in an internship
are also encouraged to apply.

Quincy Engineering, Inc. offers a full benefit
package that includes health, vision, dental and
a 401 (k) plan.

Stop by our table at the Fall Job Fair or submit
resumes to Quincy Engineering, Inc., 3247
Ramos Circle, Sacramento, CA 95827, Att.:
Ms. Jordan or phyllisj@quincyeng.com.
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Don^t com prom ise the SLO life for convenience
sptMit the later part of Sunday night
ni^hr walking
walkinjj;
1I spent
around downtown with an old friend who was
visiting from Los Angeles. We stopped at
Linnaea’s Café Kir tea, and then spent a halfhour meandering throughout Higuera Street,
_
Mission ria:a and
^ L u is

Obispo
Creek
Park. To make a long story short, she loved this
town of ours, not because it was a retail mecca
riddled with America’s most popular shopping
destinations, but because it po.ssessed a distinct
ly unique character.
The dawn of the 21st century and the infec
tious spread of coiqsi)rate America threaten to
erode San Luis Obispo’s character in exchange
for sales t.ix revenue, added convenience and
the privilege for our city to look like, well, every
other city. These threats come from many of the
usual suspects on the retail scene - Costco,
Macy’s and Target, to name a few - that have
deemed San Luis Obispo as the next critical
battle in the fight to win the wallets of citizens
looking for a place to buy anything from the lat

Hilfifier fashions to bulk
hulk cereal.
cereal,
est Tommy Hilfiger
Local heavyweights, such as developer Alex
Madonna, have long .sought to bring the.se cor
porate icons to the pasture lands of San Luis
Obispo. However, he has been met with
staunch opposition from a city council intent
on looking after the interests of the communi
ty’s small businesses and salvaging this town’s
standing as a haven from the chokehold of cor
porate greed - an effort for which they should
be applauded.
Residents, on the other hand, may find the
prospect of added convenience tempting in an
age when time has become a pricele.ss commod
ity. 1, as much as any other upstanding, young
American, would usually spring at the opportu
nity to buy 200 rolls of toilet paper or large vats
of restaurant-style mayonnaise. However, it is
essential to realize that the decision to allow
these monolithic stores into our community
affects more than the empty time slots in our
Palm Pilots. If you’ll pardon the cliche, it will
affect our way of life.
There are two standard arguments against

estahlishments.
the proliferation of these retail establishments.
The first is that of economic harm to small busi
husinesses. Common sense, though some econo
mists may disagree, holds that rhe pre.sence of
corporate stores capable of selling products at
prices below that of small-time competitors will
erode rhe customer base of so-called mom and
pop stores.
In addition to this economic downfall, the
addition of massive .stores of over 120,000
square feet and their accompanying parking
lots, even if the downtown area isn’t affected,
which 1 doubt, will undeniably change the dis
tinct character of San Luis Cibispo.
Think about it. Every other city of decent
size in this state (and, for that matter, this coun
try) is marred by a landscape of corporate k^gos
and vast parking lots. The archetypal .Anytown,
U.S.A. - once a verifiable slice of ,American,i has been transformed to Everytown, U.S.A. - a
generic city saturated with Starbucks, Macy’s
and Barnes and Noble but m>ticeably absent of
any defining qualities. San Luis Obispo is not
like that. This town reeks of character, and

thoufili that quality may not directly figure
fitjure into
inti
though
cananyone’s bottom line, it is a factor that we can
not afford to overlook.
We must ask ourselves if we are willing to
allow the unique character of this city to be sac
rificed to the god of convenience. It’s not too
late to preserve the uniqueness of this commu
nity and avoid the w.ivv of conformist behavior
that is sweeping a country obsesseil with keep
ing up with the Jones. Instead of following the
lead of a thousand other identical coiiiinunities,
let’s take a step and be one of rhe first to effec
tively turn our backs to the influx of
“Everytown, U.S..A." and make a stand for sin
gularity. The nature of San Luis t.'fbispo may
just rest on such a decision - one that tran
scends rhe bickering of the city council and is
taken up by the hands of its citizens. If we don’t,
we can count individuality as a loss and, to
kxisely (.|uote the film “Fight Club,’’ “we will no
longer be a beautiful and unii.|ue snowflake”
Nick Sesnak is an English sophomore.

Letters to the editor
P S A sh o u ld fin d so m e th in g
b e tte r to d o

R e g u la tin g w ill b rin g a b o u t
m ore m o n o p o lie s

Editor,

Editor,

It is quite apparent that Mr. Harvey lacks any
stirt of relevant knowledge pertaining to this
case (“Microsoft decisions must set gixid prece
dent,” Nov. 8). There are two rea.sons Microsoft
was sued in the first place. The first was because
of the integration of Internet Explorer into the
operating system. The other was that they used
strong-arm tactics to force computer manufac
turers to pre-k)ad the Windows operating system
'onto new computers. The issue was not that
Microsoft made it hard for companies to design
programs for Windows, but that they were mak
ing it difficult for Netscape Corporation to com
pete.
1 will go on the record by saying that 1 dislike
Microsvift just as much as the next guy, but at
the same time Mr. Harvey has drawn all of the
wrong conclusions. First, his statement, “But, if
they (Microsoft) are required to offer companies
equal representation within Windows, then
other companies that pnxluce operating systems
should do the s;ime.” News flash ... they di>.
Apple’s operating system, MacOS, has always
given everyone an equal chance (including
Microsoft, ironically), and has even added fea
tures to its newest version of the operating sys
tem (O S X with emK’dded UNIX) to make it
more compatible with third-party software pro
grams. Tlte only other semi-popular operating
system for the PC' is Linux, and that operating
system is completely open stnirce, offering every
one an equal chance.
Also, Microsoft diK's not restrict which pro
grams can run on its oper.iting system. You can
install any program you like. The issue, again,
was that they sent their operating system with
Internet Explorer pre-loaded. And really the
only problem with that is that people are lazy.
Anyone can download the Net.scape brow.ser for
free if they like, as long as they want to .spend
the time doing it.
Rt'vond existing copyright laws, the software
Andrew Descary is a civil engineering sopho industry should not be regulated. The more reg
ulations you set. the less innovation you have.
more.

I am one of the many Americans who Kire a
flag to grieve those lost lives and show pride and
support the military efforrs in fighting terrorism,
which Collin Hester wrote about in the article,
“Students fast to advocate peace, protest war,’’
Nov. 8. The Progressive Student Alliance is
protesting the war when they should be sup
porting our trixips. Clayton Whitt said, “Our
main objective is to bring information and to
stimulate discu-ssion on the war.’’ 1 have some
information for him.
1. America was the biggest aid contributor to
Afghanistan before Svpt. 11.
2. Osama bin Laden has called for all
Muslims to kill ALL Americans. How do you
talk to bin Laden when he wants all Americans
dead ?
V While our military has been active in the
region, wc have K*en dropping hxxJ for the
starving Afghan people.
4. Tlie Taliban persecuted women and chil
dren and left Afghans starving long before U.S.
actions iKCurred.
O i Sept. 11 bin Liden and the al-Qaida net
work chose to put an end to diplomatic means
by taking thousands of American civilian lives.
The gixxJ thing aKnit America is that our Kirders are just as open for thi>se who want in as
they are for those who want out. Those who
chixrse not to suppt>rt America are tree to leave
any time they want. MayK* they should try liv
ing under the Talib.in to gain a true apprecia
tion of how great it is to live in .America.
Cd.iyton Whitt was right when he said, “We
can unite and raise a voice.’’ My voice sings the
sirng “GixJ Bless America.” By showing our sup
port, we will unite to cheer our mx>ps onward
to success. This is rhe best pnwpect for the
Afghan people to experience a life of freedom,
truth and hope.

Mustang

Let software makers do whatever they want.
Their success will be determined in the market
place. People will u.se whatever is the easiest
program available. If you start regulating, you
will get exactly the monopolies we hope to
avoid, because those companies whose programs
are established will not have to worr>’ as much
about competition, and therefore won’t have
any rea.son to continue refining their software.
Joshua Erquiaga is a biochemistry sophomore.

Fear n o t elves! W e'll a v e n g e
you!
Editor,

R.izor blade-wielding terrorists could hij.ick my
plane. That would be bad. V'eiA bad. Well, they
probably wouldn’t have razor blades. Airjxirt
security is pretty anal now. They’d haw to u.se
some everyday item. Oh my gixxlness! Tliey
might u.se sporks! Tire horror! 1 can see the head
lines now: “Terrorists use sporks." You know
they’re going to try rhe plane thing again. How
am 1 going to deliver a message to Santa’s elf?!
If 1 hear that Santa lost an elf. I’m going to be
mad. Really really mad. I’m going to have to
write to my congresswomen and president. 1
heard these letters are coming from Florida.
That heinous state. First they spawn a K*tter
l^isney park, then they give us Ksy bands, then
give us election problems, and now they .ire har
boring anthrax terrorists. We should do some
thing aKnit Florida.
Fear not elves! W ell avenge you!
(Note to reader: This is not meant to demean
the brave and courageous postal workers, mail
clerks and elves who put their lives on the line
every day to ensure the deliver> of our mail; this
is meant to alleviate fears through satire.)

I’m worried for people who receive a lot of
mail. The holiday season is coming up and the
fxistal service is going to get a lot of mail. NoKxJy
knows which letter is going to have anthrax. In
aKnit a month, millions upon billions of letters
and cards are going to be sent out. How can you
tell which one is going to have anthnix? You
can’t! Not until you open it, anyway. All these
peirple keep getting anthrax letters. We even had
our own anthrax scare on campus. 1 kept hearing 'Brian Takeuchi is a landscape architecture
aK)ut a “mysteriiHis white powder” in Sierra freshman.
Madre. This is insane! Wltat if yixi’re some big
public figure? Ymi’re a big target for anthrax.
Letter policy
Anyone ciuild be a target: Senattir l>aschle.
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit
Secretary Rumsfeld, Peter Jennings, Barbara
letters
for grammar, profanities and length.
Walters, Jay Leno, the P»>pe. Tom Flank.s, Richard
Please limit length to 250 words.
Simmons, that guy from the B-52s ...
Letters should include the writer's full
Oh my gixxlness! Wh.it aKnit Santa!!!! He
name, major and class standing.
gets so much mail! At least one is Knind to h.ive
anthrax in it! He axild die! Well actually, now
By mail;
that I think of it, one of his elves probably opens
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
his mail. .An elf is going to die! Oh my gixxiness!
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
That’s so sad! I don’t want Santa’s elf to die.
CA 93407
To have one die would be a national tragedy.
No, a world tragedy! Oh! The lunror! 1 .should
By fax:
send a letter to Santa’s elf warning him. Oh, but
(805)756-6784
wait. He might think that my letter has anthrax
in it. 1 wonder if Santa has an e-mail address.
By e-mail:
Those are .safe. Well actually, 1 might accidental
mustangdaily@hotmail.com
ly send him a vims destroying his .system bios.
Do not send letters as attachments. Please
send the text in the body of the email.
Oh! What a dilemma. 1 might have to fly up
there myself to deliver the message. Oh wait!
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’ We wouldn't normally stoop that lo w ... but, heck, I'll do it.
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MEN
continued from page 2

In some tields, only upper manaf’emeat positions are dominated hy
men, and even these are balancing
out with time. Women represent
only ^4 percent ot newsroom super
visors ot daily newspapers, however
4V percent ot reporters are women,
according to the American Society
ot Newspaper Edittirs Newsroom
Census tor 2001. Many women jour
nalists chose to remain in reporting
positions rather than rise through the
ranks to keep their power, said Jane
Clittord, tamily editor tor the San
["iit-ito Union-Tnhune.
“In newspapers, women don’t
alwavs waiit to he promoted trom a
repi>rter to an editor,” Clittord said.
“That's not necessarily what you
want because you can make biyyer
waves .IS a woman reportini’."
Earlv in Cdittord’s journalism
c.ireer, editors .ilways yave the yood
sti)ries to men. There were tewer
women jinirnalists then as well. In
the earlv N70s, the tinancial paper
Clitttird worked tor only had three
temale reporters out ot 15, she said.
Betore she took the )ob, the paper
h.id a policv ot not hiriny women.
“In the bet>innintj there was that
teelini: that you had to work harder
than the men,” she said.
Even today there is still a touch ot
discrimination in the newsroom,
Clittord said. IX-pendiny on who
women reporters write tor, they may
t.ice baby-boomer era chauvinism,
'he said. While the numbers ot male

and temale reporters may be balanc
ing out, the upper echelons remain
male-dominated, Clittord said.
“Good luck tindinj» women who
have power in print,” she said. “The
mark ot women’s clout in the news
room is how many women cover
important beats.”

Men as the minority
Women aren’t the only minorities
in the protessional work torcc. In
tields such as nursing and elementary
education, women outnumber men.
Accordintt to the National Sample
Survey ot Registered Nurses 2000,
5.4 percent ot rettistered nurses are
men.
Peter Beck compares his lite to
that ot Gaylord Facher’s in the movie
"Meet the Parents.” Beck is one ot
tive male retjistered nurses at San
Luis Obispo General Hospital.
“1 «et asked daily it 1 am
to
become a doctor, just like in the
movie,” Beck said. “Ot course 1 say
no.”
Beck joined the ranks ot male
nurses atter servintj as a toreman, or
medical personnel, in the navy. He
earned his R.N. dettree trom Cuesta
C.\41e)ie’s nursint: proyram in 1997.
Beck wanted to become a nurse
because ot his compassion tor people
and Ins interest in the hands-on protession, he said. Even as a member ot
the minority male population in
nursintj. Beck thinks male nurses are
treated more tairly than women.
“.As a male nurse the population
treats you better,” he said. “You ijet
less thick trom everybody.”
Shane Thielke yot some locker
riH>m thick trom tellow jocks in col

Mustang Daily

lege tor wanting to be an elementary Thielke said, but most tind th at
school teacher. Thielke is a .second th e ir students en jo y th e class.
^rade teacher at Voyager Elementary
“A lot ot stud ents are scared
School in Alexandria, Minn. He rep or
in tim id a te d ,”
he
said.
resents part ot the 13 percent ot ele “G e n e ra lly p arents have been
mentary school teachers that are su p p o rtiv e .”
males, according to the National
It has been vety rew atding to
Education
Association
tor setv e as a role model for many
Elementary Teachers.
stu d ents who d o n ’t have fath ers
“The temale students thought that at hom e, he said. A t such a
it was tunny when we took on a nur young age, many stu d ents have
turing role," Thielke said. “They’d not had many male role m odels.
give us a little grief.”
W orking w ith fem ale te a c h 
has
b een
e y e -o p e n in g ,
Atter teaching third and tourth ers
said .
W h ile
m ost
grade, Thielke moved to second T h ie lk e
grade. The younger students are tem ale te a c h e rs have tre a ted
otten intimidated hy having a male him with eq u ality in his career,
teacher. Some parents have initially som e have asked whom h e ’s try 
shown concern over a male teacher ing to im press with his g o -g e t
teaching such young students. ter style.

“1 hear about a lot ot fe m i
n in e problem s like pregnancy
and h o t fla s h e s ,” he said. “I ’m
n o t really sure how to respond
because 1 c a n ’t re la te to th e m .”
D uring his c o lle g e years,
T h ie lk e and th e th ree o th er
male ed u catio n students were
told they would be offered jobs
just because they were men. Now
he faces the steteotype that male
teach ers quickly becom e lazy
after they earn tenure.
“1 did face some people with
reservations about hiring male
teachers because they get lazy,”
he said. “Laziness is not related to
w hether you are a male or
fem ale.”
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T h e C o lle g e P re P a id P h o n e C a r d :

the really cool

thing about it is— there « no card. It’s virtual. You get it online with
. ir*

C.-Ü '__

a flat per-minute rate* and no hidden fees. A nd it’s rechargeable
so you'll never need another phone card— ever.
Ordering is easy and it's instant. Just go to att.com /collesd»/easy
and choose your card denomination. Submit the form to get your

j^

P IN and you’re off and dialing.
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T h e C o lle g e P re P a id P h o n e C a rd . G e t It o n lin e .

A

1 0 0 0 H ig u e ra S t . 5 4 1 - 4 4 2 0
Your Dining Room or Ours!
Always Free Delivery!
Always HOT!
Always Fresh!
Always Awesome!

G o t o o u r w e b s ite now .

J AT&T

B O U N D L E S S

f>l ZZA

I»t ZZ A
Larue o r Extra Larue

©

K eep it in y o u r b ra in . H o w easy is that?

O ne o r M o re Toppinu Pizza
1000 Hiuuera Street S 4 I-4 4 2 0
Bot Mod «Mft otiMr oA«r*: mb. 11/30/01

_C.irn Ualuablt? CouiTin __

Witt) Purchase ot Extra Larue
One or M ore Toppinu Pizza
1000 Hiuuera Street S4 I-4 4 2 0

AOdMomlMidGeomet tWMitt btn;
BMModmM oUmtoNve MV. II/30SM

*U.S. and International rates vary.
C200I ATÄT All Rights ReservtxJ.

att.com/college/easy
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VISAS

is also a British citizen and said that i>
why he was issued a visa relatively easily.

continued from page 1
“Einhassics need to take a stronger,
more active role ami deny visas, espe
cially it we (the United States) know
who terrorists are.”

“1 had a Chinese triend in high
scluxil who was a year older than me
and graduated hetore me, had the
money and the papers, who wasn’t able
to get a visa,” Khan said.
Khan had ti) show the U.S. embassy
in Papua New Cuinea prinit that he
was not going to stay in the country
atter graduation trom t'al Poly and that
he could aftord to srudy in the United
States.

Cal Poly is the temporary home to
250 international students and this
niimher has been steadily rising since
1997.
Students who wish to study at C'al
Poly miKst go through a numher ot steps
“Since 1 am a British citizen 1 am
to obtain the proper paperwork. First, parr ot the European Union, so 1
Andre said, stiklents must he regularly showed the embassy that I would kn'k
admitted to the uni\ersiry. After full tor a job in Europe since the job market
admittance.
Cal
____ ___________ is bigger,” Khan
Poly issues caie of ,
I
said.
two
immigration
I a m l u c k j tO h c 111 d C o lAtrer
the
documents, either IcgC tOWH w h cT C p C O p lc dYC events ot Sept.
an 1AP66, it the j k x a S ig n O Y d Y it/'
11, Andre said,
student is sponsored
she had a tew stuby a uni versify
Aqil Khan
dent*> who were
exchange, or an
computer engineering senior uneasy
about
120, it they will he
coming to the
selt'sponsored.
The student then takes their papers United States.
“1 assured one Saudi Arabian stu
to the U.S. emha.s.sy in their home
country. The emhas.sy kniks over the dent that it was sate here and that stu
pajvrs and the student s tinances, nins dent is now enrolled tor clas.s<*,s,” Andre
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A v a i l a b l e At:

Debonair Eyes

any background checks and tinally
decides whether or not to issue the
visa.
“In the past it’s K-en difticult to get
a visa trom the People’s Republic ot
China, hut now it will lx* more ditficult
throughout the wtirld,” Andre said.
Aqil Khan, computer engineering
senior, arrived at C<tl Poly trom Papua
New Guinea in SeptcmNr 1997. Khan

said.
Khan, who is Pakistani and Muslim,
hasn’t had any problems with attitude
changes in San Luis Obispo.
“1 am lucky to he in a college unvn
where people are not as ignorant,”
Khan siiid. “Lits ot people seem more
interested in Islam and ask me ques
tions about my religion.”

40 Top Brand Names, 2000 Frames in stock
"Eyewear with Attitude"

(We will take your insurance)
3840-5 Broad Street
Vons Marigold Center

T k e ^ M u s ù u ij V d ly

(805) 787-0182
www.debonaireyes.com

tdtdkh

AmericaHs

Free T-shirt with every frame!
10% Student Discount
25% off Select Frames

íéout tkeir
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Want to win Raiders V, Titans Tickets?
How about a free tattoo or piercing?
Last chance to enter the C P T V Raffle
Come to the CPTV booth in the UU

^miùmor Todíí edit 75S'17%

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
A n no uncem ents
University Christian Community
A community sharing G od’s love
‘Episcopal- Lutheran-DisciplesPresbyterian-United MethodistUnited Church of Christ*
Information: www.ucc-slo.org

Skydive Taft Student Discount
Tandem Skydive $139.00
Accelerated Free Fall $239.00
661-765-JUM P
www.skydivetaft.com
Now on Campus! Narcotics
Anonymous Meeting: Fri. 6-7pm
Graphic Arts Bldg Room 205.
Open to all.

I A nnouncements I A nnouncements
AA Meeting On Campus!
Meets weekly in rm. 153 Health
Center Bldg. 27 Medical Library.
Thurs. 11:00 AM
Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiserl3r.com

Free Pregnancy Testing. Walk-in.
Lifeline 1408 Garden 543-8070
McNab/Labx, female, free to good
home. 2 yrs, loving, obedient, but
too energetic for my young kids.
Great work dog. Spayed.
528-8092 or 756-2330

Campus Clubs
Interested in Public Relations?
Check out the P R professionals,
a new student club.
Thurs. 11-12, bldg. 26 rm. 304.

Em plo ym ent

H omes For Sale

Caregiver for severely mentally
impaired 17 yr. old girl. Part-time.
Weekend availability $10-$12 hr.
801-2910

Houses and Condos for Sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in S L O call
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990
www.NelsonRealEstateSLO.com

Wanted
Advertising Representative to build
new territory in San luis Obispo.
Earn Commission. Must be a Cal
Poly Student.
Call Nick @ 6-1143

For Sale
Crate Bass Amp excellent cond.
756-2537.

DUDE...
W here’s My Mustang Daily

T ravel
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancún, Jamaica, Baham as &
Florida. Get free meal plan. Now
hiring Cam pus Reps
1-800-234-7007
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Open Forum: 9am to 1pm
Interviews: 1 :30pm to 5 p ^
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ACCENTURE
ADP
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES
BARRA, INC.
BAY AREA REINFORCING
CALIFORNIA DEPT. OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES
CALPINE CORPORATION
CALTRANS - FRESNO
CAPITAL FELLOWS PROGRAM
CAPITAL GROUP COMPANIES, INC.
CENTRAL COAST GROWERS, INC.
CINTAS CORPORATION
CMS VIRON ENERGY SERVICES
COEN COMPANY, INC.
CSHQA
DEN MAT CORPORATION
DOKKEN ENGINEERING
E & J GALLO WINERY
EATON CUTLER-HAMMER
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION OF S.L.O.
ENTERPRISE
EWING IRRIGATION PRODUCTS
FEHR & PEERS ASSOCIATES, INC.
FERGUSON ENTERPRISES, INC.
FOSTER FARMS
FOSTER WHEELER ENVIRONMENTAL
FRITO-LAY OPERATIONS
GENENTECH
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
GRANITEROCK
GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES
HARRIS & ASSOCIATES
HERTZ LOCAL EDITION
HEWITT ASSOCIATES
HOUSEHOLD CREDIT SERVICES, INC.
HOWARD S. WRIGHT CONSTRUCTION
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
IPC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, INC.
ITT SYSTEMS, WESTERN OPERATIONS
J.M . SMUCKER COMPANY
JOHN L. WALLACE & ASSOCIATES
KRAFT FOODS
KTGY GROUP, INC.

LIONAKIS BEAUMONT DESIGN GROUP
LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPT. OF PUBLIC
LOS ANGELES DEPT. OF WATER & POWER
LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT
MARELICH MECHANICAL
MASS. ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
MAXIM HEALTHCARE SERVICES
MEDTRONIC/AVE
MERVYN’S
MONTGOMERY WATSON HARZA
NORTHROP GRUMMAN
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL FINANCIAL
ORIENTAL MOTOR U.S.A. CORPORATION
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
PEACE CORPS
PEPSI BOTTLING GROUP
PHOENIX COLOR CORP.
PIONEER STANDARD ELECTRONICS
POWER ENGINEERS
PROJECTDESIGN CONSULTANTS
PROVIDIAN FINANCIAL
PROVOST & PRITCHARD ENGINEERING
QUINCY ENGINEERING INC.
RADIX TECHNOLOGIES
RIGEL, INC.
SAN DIEGO (CITY OF)
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY
SHIMMICK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
SIEMENS INFO. & COMMUNICATION
SOLAR TURBINES
SOUTHERN WINE AND SPIRITS
TARGET STORES
TETER CONSULTANTS
TETRA TECH, INC.
TRUGREEN LANDCARE
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
URS CORPORATION
US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
US NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
WALGREENS
WEBCOR BUILDERS
WELLS FARGO FINANCIAL
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Career Services!
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